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Young blood, where you going now?
Young blood, where you going now?

I didn't mind it when you left me, honey
But I miss you, ain't it the truth?

I haven't given up hanging on the phone
But all I hear is the proof

Chorus
Oh another night and I'm thinking what's going wrong?
You say you love me but does love take this long?

Rebel, all these dreams are broken
Rebel, let me solve them
Stop your running away

Young blood, ooh tell me, where you going now?
Young blood, ooh tell me, where you going now?

It's never-never, we're fools forever

Turning gold in our hands
There's no magic. It all seems tragic

'Cause it slips through our fingers like sand

Repeat chorus and ad lib to fade

Words and music by Way/Mogg.
Reproduced by permission Thth Music/Chrysalis Music
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By Styx on A&M Records

Babe, I'm leaving
I must be on my way
The time is drawing near
My train is going
I see it in your eyes
The love, the need, your tears
But I'll be lonely without you
And I'll need your love to see me through
So please believe me
My heart is in your hand
I'll be missing you

('Cause) You know it's you, babe
Whenever I get weary
And I've had enough
Feel like giving up
You know it's you, babe
Giving me the courage
And the strength I need
Please believe that it's true
Babe, I love you

Repeat last verse

Babe, I'm leaving
I'll say it once again
And somehow try to smile
I know the feeling we're trying to forget
If only for a while
'Cause I'll be lonely without you
And I'll need your love to see me through
So please believe me
My heart is in your hands
'Cause I'll be missing you
Babe I love you
Babe, I love you, ooh, babe

Words artd music by D. De Young.
Reproduced by permission Stygian Songs.
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Right then— never mind the

wintry weather— here's the

latest batch of hot stuff from the

charts to brighten you up! Apart

from all the usual songwords,
posters and interviews listed

below, we've also got a fab new
prize for our top crossword
winner— a stereo record player!

Seepage 13 for details. We've
also got a couple of teensy
apologiettes as well, actually.

Firstly, due to pressure of space,

we've had to hold over your Pole

Vaulting, er. Poll Voting, form
once more. V. sorry and all that,

but we're definitely aiming for

next issue, OK? Secondly, if

you've sent away for our badges
and haven't received anything
yet— don't worry. The big

demand has cleaned us right out,

but we're having some more
made and they'll be on their way
to you as soon as poss, OK? Till

then, here's plenty to begetting
on with . . .
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What the hell

'
want the same thing

She said, I can't believe it

dZ-*""'^
possibly mean itDon t we all ...._. ^i._

Don't we?

Noirir/'^,:r;"-^°-'°ve7

<DrtX^-^:-'^'^^'"-nt^
No not love she said

Records ^°«'cai^ -^;,- ;;p - :X,^^^"
I know a lot of things that

ITS DIFF

Anything
•- -v,,.,,

plriovrshLTd-^''--'-
(ort;r:;°v:^*'^'^ '-'"-- 'o'siris?

No not love she said

Vo^u-'rVa^t^h-eTar*
'"' ''"^'^"^ '- ^'^s?

Who said anything about love?No not love she said
Don't you know that it's different f(Don't give me love)

°'"^'^"^ f'

No not love she said

(D°"'*/°"
''""^ ^^"^ it's different f<(Don t give me love)

/Tepeaf /asf //nes fo fade

Words and music by Joe Jackson.

or girls?

or girls?

usic Ltd.

PIC: SHEILA ROCK

angels
by lene lovich on stiff records

The angels are watching over me
Constantly they say
The angels are always close to me
In every game I play

And if I win or lose

I know they'll see me through
The angels watch my every move

Confused and lost like there's no way out
'Til I see a light shining from above
So I raise my head to salute the sky
And I feel that light take my spirit high

Repeat 1st verse

I could close my mind to a lot of things
But tonight's a night for remembering
There's a place for me on the other side

When they call my name for that final ride

(J Repeat 1st verse

05

o Words and music by Lene Lovich/Les ChappelL
^ Reproduced by permission Street Music Ltd.
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Someone's Looking At You

On a night like this I deserve to get kissed at least once or

YoTTome over to my place you.e screaming blue

murder needing someplace to hide

Well I wish you'd keep quiet

Imaginations run riot

And when the pi

ped names

1 '°t"'a S'^veVt'J.eTe in the government block

knd he knows the situation and he's takmg stock

I think I'll call him up now

Gonna put him on the spot, tonight

They saw me
mouth off

there in the square when I was shooting my

Now, could that be constru

or some liberals' wish?

Oh, oh it's so hot outside

And the air is so sweet

Ana wneii i"= f-

vJu^knoCmost killing is committed at 90 degrees

And when it's too hot to breathe

And it's too hot to think

S-s-s-s-s(

Anrt I wtfish you'd stop whispering

Son'l «atter'yourself.'nobody's listening
__

You may as well

Shout it from the roof

Scream it from your lungs

And spit it from your mouth

And if you fall on deaf ears

To unburden your fears

There's a spy in the sky

There's a noise on the wire

There's a tap on the line

For every paranoid's desire

Repeat chorus and ad lib

On a night like this I deserve to get kissed at least

once or twice

Words and music by Bob Geldof

Reproduced by permission Sevier Fire Hits/

Zomba Management and Publishers Ltd.
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Wait a minute babv

Stay with me a while

- -J .M niue m
But you never toil

Drowning in the sea of love^^^
^^^^^

,
Where everyone wu
Butnowit-sgone . .,„^

When you bu"

Then call me home

Escape (The Pina Colada Song)
By Rupert Holmes on Infinity Records

s this letter I read

,
It you have half a brain

'rite to me and escape"

R^';':'!l1'!]^J.''°."r -r '«''V- "^now that sounds kind of mean

wasn't half bad

and cut through all this red tape
At a bar called O'Malleys where we'll plan our escape"

So I waited with high ho""- —-' --^

-

That you like

You're the lady I've looked for-—,..= .„„„„„ .or, come With me and escape

II you d like making love at midnight .. .

^°'ds and music by Rupert Holmes,
f^eproduced by permission Warner Bros. Music.

eCape

It dark wing
A Hh« was iust like a great aar,v«...»
Andhewasiu^^_^^,3Sto,r

latch

He was singing, '

Undoing the laces

're%"e:e°;on:wou.d.ovetodrown

rhly's^y itdEt matter any more

Now it's gone ^^,g

I'll come by
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PAUL
WELLER—
PUBLISHER!
PAUL WELLER'S book publishing

venture has got off the ground
with the first volume of poetry

from DaveWaller, "Notes From A
Hostile Street".

The company, called Riot

Stories Ltd, has been set up to

give young and deserving

authors an outlet. Copies of the

book cost 90p (incl. postage)

from And Son Music, Flat 3,

1

Hyde Park Place, London W.2.

Cheques and postal orders

should be made payable to Riot

Stories Ltd.

HUGHCORNWELLofThe
Stranglers was sentenced to

eight weeks in prison at West
London Magistrates Court the

other week for being caught

in possession of dangerous

drugs. Cornwell, who was
arrested in Hammersmith last

November, is currently free

on bail pending an appeal

TOM PETTY and The
Heartbreakers return to these

shores in February to promote
their recently released third

album, "Damn The Torpedoes".

They begin at Leeds University

on February 22nd and continue in

this fashion; Glasgow Apollo

(23), Edinburgh Usher Hall (24),

Newcastle City Hall (25),

Liverpool Empire (26), Brighton

Dome (28), Southampton
Gaumont (29), Manchester
Apollo (March 1), Bristol Colston

Hall (2), Birmingham Odeon (5),

Hammersmith Odeon (6).

8 SMASH HITS

RADAR
TRAP
MYSTERY SURROUNDS the

current recording plans of Elvis

Costello. Since his British record

company. Radar, went out of

business a few months ago,
there's been some uncertainty

about what label his new album,
recently completed in Holland,

and single will be released on.

There were rumours that the

single, an old Sam and Dave
song called "I Can't Stand Up For

Falling Down" backed by his own
version of "Girls Talk", would be
appearing as a one-off on Two
Tone. Indeed a few hundred
copies were pressed for

promotion purposes before the
idea was scrapped. It now looks

as though it will be released on a
new independent label called Off
Beat Records.

Warner Brothers, who took
over Radar, are taking legal

action to try to prevent Elvis

going to another label and it's

feared that he could find himself
locked in the kind of prolonged
legal struggling that kept Bruce
Springsteen from working for

over a year not long ago.

The trouble seems to stem
from the fact that Elvis's contract

with Radar was kept on a friendly

word of mouth basis and never
actually signed. Nick Lowe, who
is managed by the same people
and signed to the same label, will

probably find himself facing '

similar problems.

FINGERS OUT!
STIFF LITTLE FINGERS release their second album, "Nobody's
Heroes", on March 14th and will be touring throughout that month
to promote it.

They begin at Aberystwyth on March 5th and carry on as
follows: Derby King's Hall (6), Liverpool Mountfort Hall (7),

Bournemouth Stateside (9), Bristol Colston Hall (10), Leicester

UniversitY (11), Brighton Top Rank (12), Guildford Civic (13),

Birmingham Civic (14), St Austell New Cornish Riviera (15),

Sheffield Top Rank (17), Manchester Apollo (18), Cardiff Top Rank
(19), Hemel Hempstead Pavilion (20), Cambridge Corn Exchange
(21), Southampton Gaumont (22), London Hammersmith Odeon
(23), Bradford St Georges Hall (24), Cleethorpes Winter Gardens
(25), Wakefield Community Hall (26), Edinburgh Odeon (28),

Aberdeen Capitol (29) and Glasgow Apollo (30).

The band have been trying to fix a date in the North East of

England without success. Because they refuse to play Newcastle's
Mayfair Ballroom which operates a ban on under-eighteens and
cannot play the City Hall because of a local council ban, they have
been unable to find a suitable venue in the area. However, they are

still looking into the possibility of finding a solution.

The album will be preceded by a new single, "At The Edge", on
February 1st.

MADNESS
SPREADS
MADNESS PLAY a handful of

British dates at the beginning of

February including one exclusive

gig for the under-sixteens. The
dates are as follows: Manchester
Apollo (Feb 9), Liverpool Empire

(10), Glasgow Apollo (1 1 ) and
Birmingham Odeon (12). Ticket

prices for these shows will be
£3.00, £2.50 and £2.00.

The special under sixteen show
is q matinee at London's
Hammersmith Odeon on
Saturday February 15th at

1 1 .30a.m. Tickets at £1 .00 are

available through the usual

outlets.
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ROBINSON
RETURNS
TOM ROBINSON is making a return to musical activities with a
new band called Sector Twenty Seven formed with bass player Jo
Burt. The other members are Stevie B on guitar and Derek The
Menace oh drums.
Tom is keen to stress that this is not just another llna-up of TRB

and he doesn't plan to use more than a couple of his old songs in

^e live set, if any at all. He and Burt have written a number of new
songs and are planning to get the band on the road this month
with a number of small dates before they think about anything like

recording.

REGENTS RULE OK!
WE HAVEN'T had much of it yet, we'll grant you, but one of the best
chart entries so far this year has to be "7 Teen" by The Regents.
Although you'd be hard pressed to spot it, "7 Teen" was in fact

recorded at home in the guys' own four track studio. Pretty simple
by modern standard maybe, but it helps keep the sound the way
The Regents say they want it: simple and clean, yet tight and gutsy.
Martin and Damian played all the Instruments, then the vocals were
added by all four. In addition, Martin and Damian wrote the song
and produced the whole thing.

The Regents are keeping pretty quiet about their past history, but
we did manage to coax it out of them that Martin and Damian used
to be in a band called Out To Lunch who had a single out on Logo
not so far back. The girls, however, gave nothing away I

Incidentally, there are two versions of "7 Teen" on the go. Those
of you fast enough off the mark might get hold of the uncensored
version which later had to have a word altered to permit the record
airplay. Modesty forbids us to tell you exactly what the word was,
but see what your fertile little minds can conjure up around the
word "reaction"!

..-'^
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DUE IN
SQUEEZE HAVE announced a
February tour to coincide with the
release of their third album,
"Argy Bargy".
Beginning at Cambridge

UniversityonFebruary 11th, it ,

takes in Reading University (12),

Southampton University (13),

Canterbury Odeon (14), Norwich
East Anglia University (15),

Colchester Essex University (16),

Dunstable Queensway Hall (17),

Leicester University (March 1 ),

Bristol Locarno (2),

Loughborough Town Hall (4),

Brighton Top Rank (5),

Nottingham University (7),

Birmingham Odeon (8), Sheffield

Top Rank (10) and Wakefield
Unity Hall (11). More dates will be
announced In due course.

FOLLOWING a brief European
tour. The Headboys continue
their "highly selective" British

dates at London Nashville on
January 25, followed by York
College of Ripon & St. John (26),

High Wycombe Nags Head (31),

Sheffield Polytechnic (Feb. 1),

London Rock Garden (2), London
Marquee (13) and Edinburgh
Astoria (21).

PUBLIC IMAGE Ltd's "Metal Box"
set will be released as a
conventional double album
called "Second Edition" on
February 22nd.

UFO HAVE added an extra
London date to the three that
they have already announced.
They now play four dates at

Hammersmith Odeon: February
3rd, 4th, 5th and 7th.

1) ELVIS PRESLEY: Jailhouse
Rock (RCA). My alt time
favourite record with Elvis at his

raw-voiced best.

2) OTIS REDDING: Shake (Uve
version) (Stax). Orje of the best
live performances ever
recorded.

3) THE ROLUNG STONES:
Brown Sugar (Rolling Stones).
The ultimate dance record for

parties.

4) THE WHO: Anyhow,
Anyway, Anywhere (Track). Has
a great guitarsound and
features some incredible Keith

Moon drumming.

5) WILSON PICKETT: Hey Jude
(Atlantic). A cover version
which actually tops The Beatles'

original.

6) BRENDALEE:SweM
Nothings (Brunswick). One of

the most underrated of all the

girl singers. A great record.

7) STEVIE WONDER: I Don't
Know Why (Tamla Motown).
One ofhis earliest and best
records. Great breathless
vocals.

8) THE ANIMALS: We Gotta
Get Out Of This Place
(Columbia). Carries a great bass
line and slowly builds up the
tension.

9) SEX PISTOLS: Pretty Vacant
(Virgin). Great overall sound.
The louderplayed the better.

10) FRANK SINATRA:
Strangers In The Night
(Reprise). One of his best
ballads of the sixties.

VETERAN Rock and Roller Jerry
Lee Lewis plans to tour Britain

during February. He opens at
Sheffield's Fiesta Club on
February 9th and continues with
Manchester Apollo (10),

Newcastle Mayfair (13), Slough
Fulcrum Theatre (14), Derby Talk
Of The Midlands (15), Chester
Deeside Leisure Centre (16) and
London Rainbow Theatre (17).

Supporting him on all dates will

be gospel group J. D. Sumner
and The Stamps who recorded
frequently with the late Elvis
Presley.

SMASH HITS 9



TRYOUTS FOR THE H(
Ryan Kelly finds out that it's not only Sparks' music that's changed.

THE STRANGEST musical
brothers to have arrived,

disappeared without trace, and
then re-emerged anew in the
past ten years must be the
siblings Mael. But if they, as
Sparlcs, are the stars of this

piece, then Giorgio IMoroder is

doubtless the guest celebrity

that gets the whole show on the
road.

These days the Italo-German
producer seems to talce an odd
delight In talcing the most
unlikely— and often the most
out of favour— artists and
reshaping them with
arrangements so spicic and grand
that even their most ardent
enemies are grudgingly won
around.
But Moroder's finest

achievement must be in picking

up the shambolic played-out

remains of the once fine Sparks,

plugging the dubious twosome
Into the mains and making them
into what the music business
would term "a viable

proposition" once more.
And all the signs are that the

Brothers Mael have learned a
sharp lesson during their lean
days. Once the Inflated egotists
the music press shot down—
with some justification— Sparks
retreated into foul-mouthed
"defences" of their "gei^ius".

From that moment they faded
fast, plodding through a series of

disastrous albums, getting
ridiculed when attempting to
conquer their American
homeland and generally reaching
the lowermost depths.
Worst of all, their

long-suffering loyal fan following
dwindled in the face of their

unrelenting priglshness— until it

appeared that Mother Earth had
turned her back for the last time.

Just when everybody had
forgotten them in came our
friend electric— and just look at

them go! Top Of The Pops,
cameras, interviews, lights,

action, just like the old days. And
on the evidence of my meeting
with the smothered brothers,

they seem to have realised that

no band is an island. (Apologies

to Virgin.)

These days Ron and Russell

accept that the world will still

turn without them— though Ron
still needs persuading that the
moustache/idiot routine should
have been burled with albums
like "Big Beat". Indeed, Ron
plays the part up to a tee.

While I was still haggling with
the hotel lobby clerk as to my

rights of entry, up swished the
imposing man himself; his smart
business attire hideously
underscored by that Veronica
L^ike hairstyle and that dead
caterpillar on his upper lip.

With a nervous frown lie

waves the jobsworth away and
sends me in the vague direction

of Russell's trail— before fading
away to be darkly intellectual
somewhere no doubt — or at
least that's what his brother tells

me.

RUSSELL MAEL is still boyish,

bony, and it would now seem
bemused.
He orders me coffee and we set

to discussing the whys and
wherefores of The Human
League— another band who
trade In the art of mesmerising
beeps and punch card patterns,

at whose London concert he had
been the night before.

Surprising, perhaps, for as the
Maels reside In sunny Los
Angeles it would seem unlikely

that they would be interested in

our wonderful "roots" gig circuit.

"Well, back home there's just

not the intimacy that this

country affords to rock. People
are not interested in, ah,

specialist things so much—
particularly electronic groups at

the moment— which of course is

more or less the future of rock."

And that's currently your
passion?

"Sure. I don't get much chance
to check out the current British

scene, but when I'm here I like to
get out to gigs occasionally—
and The Human League are a
pretty special band."

I ask how their own electronic

forays with Moroder came about.
"Well, when we decided to

make the last album we had
decided not to use guitars— to
have a complete change in

accordance with our new
material, and so the obvious
choice was synthesizers and
keyboards. We approached a few
producers and when Giorgio
showed interest we were more
than pleased, particularly as he's

in so much constant demand
these days.

"So," he continues slowly,

"we got together, threw a few
ideas around and decided the
pairing would work. I think he
saw working with us as a

challenge, because he was used
to working more with
out-and-out disco artists, and up
until then we had been a pure
rock band."

I wonder how to put the next
question to such a reformed and
obliging character. Russell, did

you wonder If you'd make it back
Into the charts, seeing as more
than a few fans disappeared way
back when?



JNAN RACE (PART 2)
"Yeah, we did lose quite a lot

of our fans for a while when we
returned to America because it

seemed as though we had simply
disappeared. Some have come
back because they like our new
sound but a lot are younger kids

who have picked up on us
through the discos, and because
now we are back in the public

eye.

"In the States though we've
always had a tough time, as have
a lot of the newer bands, because
we just don't fit into the nicely

labelled categories American
radio stations work upon. We
don't fit into the brackets— in

the past were we rock or pop?
Now are we disco or just plain

weird? If you don't fit it's easiest

for them to ignore you."
But you are happy then with

the current sound . . .

"Definitely", Russell affirms.

"Y'see, the last album was nevec

as 'planned' sounding as people
seem to think. We weren't sure

what the hell was going to

happen, but it came out fresh,

sharp and punchy.
"At the time we got so into it

that we suggested that guitars

were obsolete— yet on our new
album there's a whole load of

guitars and any other suitable

instruments that came to hand.
We considered what to use on
the new one carefully— and
decided that it would be
ridiculous to close off everything

but synthesizer possibilities.

"The big danger was making
the new one, 'Number One In

Heaven' volume two— and I

think we've avoided that."

RUSSELL THEN asks if I need
another coffee. With politeness

to match his own, I reply that

only if he is having one— and
without prompting Russell briefs

me on the rigours and disciplies

of his and his brother's diet,

which are strict, and for the sake
of print, dull. Food freaks are a

serious breed.

Once back onto music,
however, I enquire about the
brothers' relationship with
Moroder— and from Russell's

reverent tones I detect more than
a little hero worship.
"Aw, Giorgio's a wonderful

guy," Russell beams. "He's from
a really poor background and
consequently since he's made it

big he's tended to catch up on his

lost years. I remember after a day
or so of recording I took him to
one side to ask him who the guy
was, who was brooding in the
studio shadows.

"It turned out to be Pete
Bellotte— who as you probably
know is IVIoroder's right hand
when producing. Bello is quiet,

and more the type people expect

Moroder to be— but Giorgio is ;

crazy. He spent about a week in

the studio with us asking every
five minutes what we thought of
his hair transplant!"

So is this the big romance for

Sparks now they've backed the
winner?
"Uh-uh," Russell shakes his

head. "I do^bt whether we'll be
making another album after this

next one with him."
What's the new one called?

"Terminal Jive," he answers
with a broad grin.

A couple of years back Russell

Mael wouldn't have been able to
put his tongue that firmly in his

cheek.

It's still a risky move to team
up any artist with IVIoroder,

however. Even though the
up-coming album was in the
main written by the Maels,
anything which Moroder and
Bellotte handle inevitably, and
indelibly, comes out the other
end of the computer bearing the
duo's own distinctive stamp.

MY TIME with Russell
meandered on but apart from
being encouraging in his new
readjusted state of mind, his

conversation never escaped from
his politeness and determination
to push product.

On leaving I got a tape of their

excellent new single from
"Terminal Jive" called "When
I'm With You"— a deceptively
twee sounding semi-ballad that
grows into what is without
doubt the finest moment of the
reborn Sparks. Out have gone
the over-the-top sound effects

and self indulgence in their new
electronic toys that occasionally
took the edge from the last

platter, and their sounds have
become more paced and
melodic.

It must remind the Mael
Brothers of a song they once
wrote . . .

SMASH HUTS 1
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I'mlnTheWlood
For Dancing
BY The Nolans on Epic Records

(Ooh)rn. in the mood for dancing,

'c!SrcorranaMd.eV..t
'

Dancing (dancing) rn. in the mood, babe

^^re-n^up^n^etlour body sway 0^*

me sway)

Just where it will end

So dance, yeah let's dance

Come on and dance

Dance, yeah let's dance

i Come on and dance

_. II ..n.i'ue ootta uO

i 1 can't stop
dancing (<

the mood to dance

,
Yeah let's dance

Yeah let's dance

Come on an' dance
I'minthemoodtotaKeacno

Yeah let's dance

1
^rrrrfl:"now baby dance

" ''9*

Getonyourteexnuv
Yeah let's dance

Come on an' dance

Words and rnusii.

Reproduced by p

Music Ltd.

^an/Myers/Puzey
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You'll

Lovich

To
Death!
. . . the new Lene Lovich album that is, and also the Smash Hits
crossword's new first prize of a Ferguson stereo record player
set-up ideal for those of you who listen to music with both ears.

The playing deck: is illustrated here (note: the speakers wouldn't
stay still long enough to be photographed). This is how it works:
the first correct entry opened after the closing date (February 6)

wins the stereo player plus a copy of Lena's new "Flex" album.
The next 25 correct entries opened each cop a copy of "Flex".

Now how can you resist such an opportunity . . .

ACROSS
1 Selector smash (2,2,5)

4 The original Mod revivalists

(3,3)

JiriCSS rock singer and studio
wizard who produced "TRB
2"; his back-up band is called

ytopia (4,8)

.M Old wave rock band fronted
by Ray Davies

12 Worries!? Or parts of a
guitar?

13 Stevie Wonder's were in the
key of life

16 Ms Nicks of the Mac-
JT^e of the Hot Rods?
MSrOaBW. "

Heart Attack"
f9 There's something growing

in Led Zeppelin!
^T'Like Prince Buster's ska

commandments
Z^ David Bowie LP
24 " Around" was one of The

Miracles' earliest hits

26 Label for which both Cliff

Richard and the Gang Of Four
record!

27 Instrument shared between
Philip, Ian or Dave! !

!

2a'lrhis one's for history
students (or your dad!): What
was The Beatles' first ever
hit? (4,2,2)

32 1rhe farmer's (and Floyd's)

favourite label?

33 BobMariey:"
Vibration"

34 Another old wave outfit, this
one features Rick Wakeman's
keyboards

DOWN
1 Monster-selling ELO LP
(3A3,4)

2 Send Sam to sort these boys
out! (anagram)

3 A Blondie No 1

.^bespectacled Shad
6 Mr Rotten's new public
image! (4,5)

7 Castaway communication?
(7,2,1,6)

8 The No 1 hit from "Watership
Down" (6, 4)
10 A Spark brother

14 It's 2 down going one better
than everyone else! (3,4,6)

l^^^od combo who had a minor
^ hit with "You Need

Wheels"(6,6)
20 Remains of the Wishbone?
23 The premier reggae group
Ss*Two-thirds of a hairy Radio 1

person (4,3)

29^urns an instrumental into a
song

30 Teds TV show named after a
vintage r'n'r hit (2,3)

31 Gary Numan hit / Or a US
rock band

ANSWERS TO CROSSWORD No 28
ACROSS: 1 "Gangsters"; 5 Buggies; 8 "I'm Not In Love"; 9
"(White) Riot"; 10 "It's Raining"; 13 "(I Love) America"; 14
Emerson (Lake & Palmer); 16 (John) Peel; 18 "(Golden) Years"; 20
Andrew Gold; 22 "Sail On"; 23 Blondie; 25 (Paul) Simonon; 26
Rico; 27 (Real) Thing; 29 Charts; 32 Art (Garfunkel); 33 Single; 34
Spinning; 35 Labels.
DOWN: 1 Gloria Gaynor; 2 "No More Tears"; 3 Tim Rice; 4Sitar; 6
"Givin' Up (Givin' In)"; 7 Special(s); 1 1 Tamla Motown; 12 "I Love
(America)"; 15 Rods; 17 Eddie Cochran; 19 "Sailing"; 21
Generation X; 23 Banshees; 24 Mohair; 28 "(Making Plans For)
Nigel"; 30 Herb (Alpert); 31 Real (Thing).

Winners of Crossword No. 28 are on page 33.

(IN^JJDES SPEAKERS)

How to enter
Simply solve our crossword
puzzle, writing the answers in

ink, pen or ballpoint. Complete
the coupon with your own full

name and address, then cut it out
and post it in a sealed envelope
addressed to: SMASH HITS
(Crossword No. 30),
117 PARK ROAD,
PETERBOROUGH
PE1 2TS.

Make sure it arrives not later

than February 6, 1980, the
closing date. Sender of the first

correct entry checked after the
closing date will win t()e

Ferguson stereo system. Senders
of the next 25 correct entries will

each receive a copy of the Lene
Lovich album. The Editor's
decision on all matters relating
to the competition will be final

and legally binding. No
correspondence can be entered
into. The competition is open to
all readers in Great Britain,

Northern Ireland, Eire, Channel
Isles and the isle of Man,
excluding employees (and their
families) of Smash Hits and East
Midland Allied Press.

CU)^/^^i Age [C

Address

^^2M ^ t^^L^^^?
,

mm mm wBm.
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ALSO AVAILABLE — AU f/V fUU COLOUR

B135
8139
B167
B201
B212
B217
B218
3220
B221
8224
B225
B226
B227
8229
B230
B231

23" tl 30 EACH:
RITCHIf BLACKMORE
STATUS QUO
THE WHO
GENESIS
EARTH WIND & FIRE

QUEEN
KISS
IAN DURY
BLONDIE
JOHNNY ROTTEN
THE CLASH
GAYE ADVERT
THE STRANGLERS '

THE JAM
BILLY IDOL
E.LO.

33" X

B243
B249
B255
B259
8260
B263
8264
B269
B271
8278
8282
B287
B288
B291
B293
B297

23" £1.30 EACH;
RUSH
PHIL LYNOTT (T Lizzy)

BUZZCOCKS
PAULINE (Penetration)

JUDAS PRIEST
DEVO
NEIL YOUNG
SUPERTRAMP
BRUCE SPRINGSTEIN
RACHEL SWEET
LENE LOVICH
DIRE STRAITS
CHEAP TRICK
LED ZEPPELIN
THE WHO
SCORPIONS

38" X 25" £1.40 EACH;
P2 THE STRANGLERS
P24 OLIVIA N. JOHN
P83 THIN LIZZY
P84 RAINBOW
P3196 THE CLASH
P3196 RUSH
P3201 SHAM 69

P3205 DONNA SUMMER
P3206 AC/DC
P3229 GENERATION X
P3232 MOTORHEAD
P3235 AIMII STEWART
P3244 JUDIE TZUKE
P3246 BRYAN FERRY
P324a STING (POLICE)

P3249 CUFF RICHARD

F17 TRIUMPH; 1258 POLICE; 8252 SIOUXSIE; B244 JIMMY 1269 STING;

23" X 33" 29" X 39" 23- X 33" PURSEY (SHAM 69); (POLICE)

96p £1.36 £1.30 23" X 33- £1.30 29- X 39- £1.35

ALL POSTERS ARE IN COLOUR
POSTAGE AND PACKING: One poster add 30p, Two add 35p, Three add 40p, Four posters or more add 45p.

POSTER CATALOGUE: Send just 40p for our fully illustrated catalogue listing HUNDREDS of posters and print!,

(many illustrated in FULL COLOUR)

CAULDRON PROMOTIONS (Dept. S/H)
47 LANDSEER ROAD, LONDON N19 4JG

To: Cauldron Promotions {Dept. S/H], 47 Landseer Road, London N19 4JG

NAME PLEASE PRINT

ADDRESS

Please rush cataloguets) and/or Poster No(s)..

{allow about 10 days for delivery)

. {Including postage and
packing, as priced above.)
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Happy New Year and welcome to

the '80's. Even though the charts

are getting back to normal after

the Xmas period, there still

doesn't seem to be a great deal

of new disco and soul sounds
around. But don't worry I've

done my best, so have faith and
read on.

Roy Ayers' new album "No
Stranger To Love" (Polydor) has
quite a few good tracks, my
favourite being "Don't Stop The
Feeling". I noticed it was quite

popular at a few clubs I was at

over tfie weekend. Another track

that was in great demand was
"Rockers Choice" by Xanadu &
Sweet Lady. The backing sound
on this reggae number reminds
me of Chic's "Good Times", but I

seem to be the only person who
thinks so as every one I've asked
disagrees! Try and get hold of a

copy— it's on the Joe Gibbs
Label.

A new name on the scene is

Tony Rallo and his Midnite Band,
who have an album out titled

"Burnin' Alive" (Casablanca). The
best track on the album is

"Holding On", and also worth a

listen is the instrumental version

Rob Jones'
Disco Pick

"Do You Love What You
Feel" By Rufus
My record for this week has got

to be the new single from Rufus
titled "Do You Love What You
Feel", released on the MCA label.

Although it has been out for a

couple of weeks already, this

particular record really sets the
atmosphere going in the disco!

of the same. A couple of

smoochies for you romantics are
Kool & The Gang's new single

"Too Hot" (Mercury) and the
new one by the Commodores
"Wonderland" (Motown).
The Whispers have a great

album out at the moment, simply
trUed "The Whispers". Two of

the best tracks are "And The
Beat Goes On" and "My Girl",

and I think the first one would
make a perfect single. The
Players Association are also back
on the scene with an album titled

"We Got The Groove"
(Vanguard). Remember their hit

of last year "Turn The Music
Up"? The new album sounds
pretty good to me, and two
tracks that I can't seem to forget

are "The Get Down Mellow
Mellow Sound" and "We're
Almost There".

That's about it for the moment,
so until February have fun but
remember to be good! (And if

you can't be good, be careful!)

Bov.
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We Got The Funk
By Positive Force on Pye Records

We got a funk that you can dance to
We don't mind if you choose not to
All we ask is that you get down
We feel better having you around

We gonna party, we gonna party
We gonna party, we gonna party
We got the funk

Listen to the music
Let it soothe your mind
Everybody join in

Have a good time, yeah, yeah
Have a good time
You better have a good time

We got the funk
We got the funk yeah
We got the funk (we got it)

We got the funk yeah
We got the funk
We got the funk yeah
We got the funk
We got the funk yeah

Brian's got the funk (you got it)

He's got the funk yeah
Bernard's got the funk (he's got it)

He's got the funk yeah

Kitchie's got the funk (he's got it)

He's got the funk yeah
Burfs got the funk (he's got tt)

He's got the funk yeah
Vicky's got the funk (I've got it)

She's got the funk yeah
Colette's got the funk (I've got it)

She's got the funk yeah
Everybody gather 'round
'Cause we got the funkiest sound in town
We don't mind if you groove
Come on people get in the mood

We gonna party, we gonna party
We gonna party, we gonna party
So we got the funk

We all got the funk (we got It)

We got the funk yeah
We got the funk
We got the funk yeah
We got the funk
We got the funk yeah, yeah, yeah

Words and music by Brenda Reynolds/Al-
bert Williams/Nate Edmonds.
Reproduced by permission Planetary Nam.
Ltd.
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STILL KC AFTER ALL THESE YEARS
Robin Katz traces the career of Harry Casey & The Sunshine Band

1 i-

WITH "Please Don't Go"
currently shaking its booty up
the British charts as well as top-
ping the American lists, Harry
Casey (alias KC. of KC. & The
Sunshine Band) has breezed Into
the U.K. for a four day rush of

presenting his face to the press
and TV people.

K.C. and the Sunshine Band
have had two different track
records, depending which side of
the Atlantic you're on. "Queen of
Hearts" was a hit here In the
mld-70's before the Americans
discovered them. But once they
charted In America H was a
non-stop chart story that would
have left the Police gasping for
air.

They set a record for having a
series of number one singles
both in the lucrative pop charts
and the more spiritually

demanding soul charts. An
Integrated band, no one knew
whether to call them pop or R&B.
So some clever twit named them
a disco group.

18 SMASH HITS

Harry Casey frowns at the
memory of the early days.

"I was raised in the 60's on
Motown soul and street talk.

When Rick Finch (still a member
of the Sunshine Band) and I

started writing, we Just wanted
to capture the same kind of spirit

In our sound. After a//those
years of sitting down, getting
stoned music, we wanted
something simple and catchy
that would Immediately get
people up on their feet."

Their first success was writing
George McRae's "Rock Your
Baby". Would you believe a
number one In 51 countries?
That's what they tell us.

"Rick and I had this fantasy of
reviving rhythm and blues music.
Then someone tagged us disco.

I'll never understand why they
needed to create a new name for

dance music. There are kids who
now think there wasn't dance
music before disco. That's
ridiculous."

IN AMERICA, KC. was a teeny
idol, his concerts described as
wild and wonderful. There was a

string of hits. But then with the
release of "Saturday Night
Fever", the TK Miami soul sound
fell out of favour.

"Our critics always said our
sound was too simple,"
continues the talkative

American. "But with 'Saturday
Night Fever', music became
heavily orchestrated. There was
no way I was going to compete
by trying to create a TK
wall-of-sound or tons of
harmonies to race with the Bee
Gees.

"Also, In America there was a

phase of Salsa music. It's Latin

American in origin. Like reggae,
there are many people who feel

that If the music doesn't come
from the country of its origin,

that K's a rip-off or a fake.

'There have always been Latin
rhythms in my music. But I

wasn't going to turn the tide of

inverted snobbery. So I told the
guys In the band, let's rest for a

while."

Then 'Boogie Shoes', originally

one of their 'B' sides, came out as
a single.

"That caused more confusion.
Some DJ's stopped playing us
altogether. Others started
playing assorted 'B' sides. There
was no continuity from coast to
coast. So, It looked like we didn't
have hits. We were selling plenty
of records though."

IN THE U.K., things have been
different. There's never been so
much of his music about to cause
overkill, but there hasn't been
enough, often enough to keep
him at the front of peoples'
minds. With each new hit comes
a mini-comeback. His singles

breeze effortlessly in and out of

the chart.

But he's been told his lyrics are

too simple. And more than once
he's been referred to as K.C. and
the Sunshine Bland. Obviously
the people who think that have
never spent time hanging out on
the streets.

"Miami was always an
ethnically mixed area," recalls

Casey. 'There was never race



riots except for one time when a
policeman supposedly killed a
black guy for no reason. Then
there ivas a riot.

"I never gave a damn or
thought about what colour
anyone was until we became
famous. All of a sudden, the
press couldn't put us in a
category.

"The rock press wouldn't talk
to us. They called us soul. The
soul press saw I had white skin

and called us pop. First they
ignored us. Then when we got

was always rebellious, so
riij-^vjiit-r!iiirr»TnTT»Mir^r7r
music just kept me rebellious.

THAT AMERICAN layoff was
beneficial, like a break between
meals. The band hadn't stayed
away so long that they were

can kill a career as much as not
changing at all.

"Sure we could have gone on
sounding like 'Get Down
Tonight' forever," K.C. says. "But
I wanted to get into a new
sound."
Coming up with new material

has never been a problem for

Casey and Finch. Over the years
they haven't had the break-ups
and dramas of other songwriting
teams. They haven't changed the
way they work either. Casey and
Finch rarely spend more than a
half hour on a song. And often

it's in the studio that they come
up with their inspiration.

"Wa both write throuahout the
year," says K.C. "But we just did

a cut for our next album called

Lei s uo nocK ana noii . n nas nu
horns or strings. I made the lyrics

up as we were recording it. I

wanted to change K afterward,

but no-one would let mel"
And if the new, mature sound

single, he won't cry. He'll just

move fully into the other half of
the job he does now, knob
twiddling as a producer, dealing
as a manager and investing
money as a millionaire.

"All my early profits wCnt into
the Sunshine Band, recording
studios and property. Ideally, I'd

like to see Miami become a major
centre of music, like L.A. This
isn't a private beach area for my
record company, TK and the Bee
Gees.
"The movie industry is starting

to move out here because they're
.' 13 [H .m*i a iVTi ffiFi f*ya 4m

smog to clear in L.A. to film.

Eventually I hope Miami
becomes a main music town. It'll

save me running back and forth

to L.A. at £500 a trip, just to keep
in touch."
Apart from plans for a Greatest

Hits and a solo album, K.C. also

has a concept album up his

sleeve.

"It's time I dealt with the world
in my lyrics instead of writing
just street phrases, I want to
write whole sentences, you
know what I mean," he says
smiling. "There are things I've

wanted to scream from the
inside for years.

"I won't be preaching. But I do
have a message. I've come of age
and I'm gonna exercise my
freedom to speak. I'm a lot less

innocent in my music now. So
I'm gonna take a chance."

I LIKED his philosophy of
growing up in pop the best.

"Don't deliberate. You gotta
try to make it. You got to give it

your all. And if they give you a
screw job, at least you know you
gave 'em the truth."

The names listed are hidden in the
diagram. They run horizontally, vertically

or ditjgonally— many of them are printed

backwards. But remember that the

names are always in an uninterrupted
straight line, letters in sequence, which
ever way they run. Some letters will need
to be used more than once Others you
won't need to use at all. Put a line

through the names as you find them.
Solution on page 29.

ABC
BEAT
BILLY PRESTON
BOSTON
COMMODORES
DAVID BOWIE
DIANA ROSS
DICKIES
ELVIS PRESLEY
FLEETWOOD MAC
HAWKWIND
HORSLIPS
JOY DIVISION
KID STRANGE
KURTIS BLOW
LURKERS
MAGAZINE
MATCHBOX
MIGHTY DIAMONDS
NICK LOWE
NIK TURNER
NIPS
PRETENDERS
PROTEX
RAYDIO
RED BEANS AND RICE
RESIDENTS
ROLL-UPS
SAILOR
SECURITY RISK
SHADOWS
STARCASTLE
STEVE JONES
STORM
STYX
SYREETA
TAVARES
TOTO
VIBRATORS
WINGS
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j
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SINGLES
By David
Hepworth

DON ARMANDO'S SECOND
AVENUE BAND: I'm An Indian
Too (2e). While most disco acts
are floundering around trying to
find material that's at least

moderate/y engaging, this

mysterious bunch have produced
the first really outstanding dance
record of the decade. It's a
tongue in cheek update of an
ancient novelty song that glistens
with all sorts of attractive

touches. Very funny, very cool,
very hit.

KOLLY AND THE ITALIANS: Tell
That Girl To Shut Up (Oval). This
first vinyl from a much-fancied
new band comes on like early
Blondie in a fighting frame of
mind. The chorus, while tuneful
and confident enough to get your
attention, does overstay its

welcome a little but it's a sound
that promises good things to
come.

JOHN FOXX: Underpass (Metal
Beat): SIMPLE MINDS:
Changeling (Zoom). Both these
tracks bear a striking

resemblance to Gary Numan's
"Cars"— they're both built with
the same kind of jagged
synthesiser riff leaning on a
sharp snare drum crack. Not that
they're cash-ins. Foxx is one of
Numan's biggest influences, the
original singer and writer behind
Ultravoxl This is the first release
on Foxx's own label, set up in the
hope that at least some of
Numan's fans will go for the
products of his stark imagination.

Simple Minds work in similar

territory while playing like a real

group— lots of energy, lots of

verve. It's difficult to imagine the
radio seeing it that way, however.

ORPHAN: I Don't WantTo Go (To
Work Tomorrow) (Orphan). If

these guys are hoping to be able
to give up the jobs they hate so
much and become real live pop
stars then they're going to have
to do better than this warmed
over stew of cliches. The delivery

is too stiff and polite to rescue the
song, an unconvincing sop to

punk technique.

COMMODORES: Wonderland
(Tamla Motown). Just how
soupy can these people get? This
isn't even half-baked.

Embarrassing voice overs, wet
lyrics, tune missing— presumed
— dead . . . Look fellas, you've
got a million each. Why not retire

for a while?

THE TUNES: She's My Girl

(RSO). Interesting attempt at

latterday bubblegum which
makes all the right noises but
can't quite summon the killer

punch.

MATCHBOX: Buzz BuzzA Diddle
H (Magnet). There used to be a
theory that records with silly

titles like this one don't sell

because people are too
embarrassed to go into a shop
and ask for them. Matchbox
obviously reckon that the song is

strong enough to overcome any
such problems. True enough;
this is one of those choruses that

makes camp in the memory and
refuses to be evicted and the

band play it for every last ounce
of crazy appeal. Good record.

STICK SHIFTS: Automobile
(Chiswick). Short history lecture.

Back in the Fifties in America
there were thousands of vocal
groups who sang "accapella",
that is, unaccompanied.
Numerous successful outfits

sprang from this street corner
form of entertainment. The Darts
have previously revived songs of

this era and now The Stick Shifts

have a crack at reproducing the
original sound. One voice up
front while three others provide
all the backing that's required. A
lovely sound.

PAT BENATAR: We Live For Love
(Chrysalis). Taken from her Mike
Chapman-produced debut
album, this is one of those
sophisticated but somewhat
characterless epic records
currently in favour in certain
quarters of America. The
production is suitably massive
with more than a hint of disco
and a strong falsetto hook line.

Although you can't actually hear
a kitchen sink, there's got to be
one lurking in there.

SUZI QUATRO: Mama's Boy
(Rak). This is another Mike
Chapman job and features an
almost identical sound, but it's

much more convincing and
Suzi's best record in a long while.
It's full tilt rock and roll with a
suitably aggressive self-penned
song that attacks the male
tendency to cling to apron
strings. Mum I

THE BUGGLES: The Plastic Age
(Island). So, were they a one hit

wonder or could they be staying
with us for a while? Well, on the
evidence of this rather harder
record, they've got a fair bit of
songwriting skill going for them.
Enough probably to establish
them as the new 10.C.C.

THE JAGS: Woman's World
(Island). Can't see The Jags
shaking off those Elvis Costello
comparisons with this. Nick
Watkinson unfortunately
constructs songs in an almost
identical fashion and his urgent,
breathless delivery emphasises
the similarity. The fact that this is

a pretty fair record doesn't solve
the central problem.

THE REVILLOS: Motor Bike Beat
(Snatzo). Although I'll admit that

20 SMASH HITS

this is a far better record than
anything the original line-up ever
did— fast, punchy and
beautifully tinny— I can't say that
it does any more for me than any
of their previous works. Still, it

would be good to see it hit if only
to cheer up Ian Cranna who's
determined to get them into
"Smash Hits" somehow.

BARDt BLAISE: Trans Siberian
Express (Dindisc). I'd like this
sharp tale of dark deeds in the
U.S.S.R. a whole lot better if I

didn't have the feeling that it was
all done better by Lori And The
Chameleons on the sublime,
devastating, extraordinary
"Touch". (One of these fine days
. . .) Oh, the flip is just the backing
track and you're invited to sing
your own version and send a
recording off to the record
company and the winner gets a
recording contract or something.
Second prize is two recording
contracts . . .

SPARKS: When I'm With You
(Virgin). Ever sensitive to the
mood of the times. Sparks veer
ever so slightly away from disco
with this relaxed, almost
throwaway, middle-paced love
song which is as near as they've
got to straightforward. It works
perfectly because the song has
the kind of easy tunefulness that
makes hits. The only record this

week that has pursued me into
the bath.

MENTAL AS ANYTHING: The
Nips Are Getting Bigger (Virgin).

Likeable record about the
dangers of drink from Australian
band with a nice line in lazy wit
and catchy organ figures.

THE SPECIAL A.K.A.: Too Much
Too Young (2-Tone). Note that
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the name seems to have reverted
to its old form. This is actually a

live EP featuring, in addition to

the title track, a bunch of old ska
standards in "Guns Of
Navarone", "Long Shot Kick The
Bucket", "Liquidator" and
"Skinhead Moonstomp". What
else can you say? I think these
boys are pretty darn neat and I

wouldn't be surprised to see
them get a crack at the big time.
Stranger things have been
known.

IfUll"

ALBUMS
By Red Starr

I SAY. I say. I say— what
happens when ducks get frozen
into their pond? Answer: you get
quaclts in the ice! (I do not wish
to know that. Kindly leave the
magazine— Ed.) Oh, ail right

then, please yourselves. Now
then, where was I before I was so
rudely interrupted . . .

SIMPLE MINDS: Real To Real
Cacophony (Arista). Yes, I know I

reviewed this last time, but since
then repeated plays have re-

vealed its true brilliance. It takes a
bit of getting used to, but it's all

there— strong melodies, vivid

imagination, intense atmosphere
and the unique stamp of Jim
Kerr's uncanny dark genius. Truly
a band for the 80's, and a MUST
for your collection. Best tracks:

"Premonition", "Calling Your
Name". (9V4 out of 10).

BRASS CONSTRUCTION: 5
(Liberty/UA). Good, solid, brassy
funk from this American
ninepiece (among the originators

of current funk). Lengthy tracks of

energetic, atmospheric rhythms
— handclaps, chorus vocals,

chanted phrases— you know the

sortof thing. A bit faceless

perhaps, but smooth, some neat
synthesiser bubbles and squeaks,

and certainly very danceable.

Best tracks: "Music Makes You
Feel Like Dancing". "I Want
Some Action". (6 out of 10).

RUFUS & CHAKA: Masterjam
(MCA). Bright and bouncy
American soul/funk, though
orchestrated and discofied in the

current fashion. Nicely arranged
and produced by Quincy Jones,
excellent musicianship, some
very powerful and expressive

singing from Chaka Khan— ail

very well done, but the material is

scarcely very memorable, despite

a couple of goodies from
Heatwave's Rod Temperton. Still,

worth checking out. Best tracks:

"I'm Dancing For Your Love",

"Live In Me". (5 out of 10).

THE RAINCOATS: The Raincoats
(Rough Trade). The Raincoats

play vigorous, passionate, un-

orthodox music but the sound
here is so woefully thin that it

doesn't really do justice to their

challenging songs and
arrangements. Whereas The Slits

sounded bold and confident. The
Raincoats mostly come across
shrill and desperate, though Side

2 is much more like it. But try and
hear it. Best tracks: "You're A
Million", "No Looking At Mo". (7

cut of 10).

LENE LOVICH: Flex (Stiff). I liked

Lena Lovich a lot better before

she adopted this silly quavery,

twittery voice and that dress like

an explosion in a lace factory.

Back to your straightforward pop,

please, Lena— you're heading
for oblivion with this

meaningless mysterioso
nonsense. It's simply getting in

the way. And don't say I didn't

warn you. Best tracks: "The
Night", "WhatWili I Do Without
You?" (6 out of 10),

THE RAMONES: End Of The
Century (Sire). A big step for The
Ramones. Down goes the speed.

Back into the distance go that

buzzsaw guitar and the drums,
just leaving Joey's voice as the

trademark in a whcle new

Spector Wall Of Sound. Trouble

is, all their songs still sound like

rewrites of the last album —
especially without the guitar and
speed. They can't win . . . Best

tracks; "Baby I Love You", "Rock

'n' Roll High School". (7 out of

10).

SID VICIOUS: Sid Sings (Virgin).

Oddly enough this album —

•

raucous racket, four letter words
and all — is actually still quite

exciting and enjoyable, not least

because Sid could actually

handle a tune quite well. But

TERRIBLE sound quality, a mere
27 minutes (including some real

barrel scraping) for your £5—
what was that about a swindle?

Best tracks; "My Way",
"Stepping Stone". (6 out of 10).

THE PRETENDERS: Pretenders

(Real). What a contrast! GREAT
hard sound, especially guitar, 46

minutes playing time, high

writing ability throughout,

concentrated rock n' roll energy,

staying power ... As one who'd
previously thought The
Pretenders nothing more than a

collection of pleasant odd bits

cobbled together, this comes as a

very welcome surprise. I'm

converted! Great album. Best

tracks: "Tattooed Love Boys",

"Brass In Pocket". (9 out of 10).

M: New Yoik, London, Paris,

Munich (MCA). And here's

another excellent effort— you
might as well call it "M's Greatest

Hits Vol. 1"! From the brilliant

"Pop Muzik" onwards, it's con-

fident, clever, witty, sharp,

stylish, light hearted, well

arranged, well played, well

produced and highly tuneful—
all superbly synthesised into one
irresistible colourful pop
package! What else can I say but

"GET IT!" Best tracks; "Pop
Muzik", "That's The Way The
Money Goes". (9 out of 10).

W^ 1^
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ndless grey drone

Chorus

Bepeat chorus

Drag yourself along the road
Sit on the bus
Switch on your transistor
Causes a fuss
It's 11pm and you're on your way home
Just another night with that
endless grey drone

Repeat chorus

Its too
gaflyinthem

Oli""i»

Just an
dlessg'eV

drone

..^,^rnstofade
Repeat chorus tc
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Words and music by Neol Davis

Licensed to RAK Publishing Ltd

CROSSWORD No. 28 WINNERS
RADIO CASSETTE WINNER
Alastair Thompson, Wednesfield,
Wolverhampton.

ALBUM WINNERS
Dave Gillooley, Widnes, Cheshire;

Carolyn Jarvis, Exeter, Devon; Peter

Dixon, Failsworth, Manchester; Sarah
Becker, Worthing, Surrey; Peter

Edwin, Bodelwyddan, Clwyd; Julia

Hammonds, London; J. De Takats,

London; Janet Mann, Brighouse, W.
Yorks; Stephanie Fried, London; Rab
Sweeney, Drayton Park, London;

Robert Whitfield, Brighton, Sussex;
Steven Dodd, Clarkston, Glasgow;
Sarah Browning, Westbury-on-Trym,
Bristol; Gillian Puddephatt, St Johns,
Worcester; James Brien, Binley,

Coventry; Michelle Fox, Stockport,

Cheshire; Andrian Perry, Luton, Beds;
Stuart Cowley, Shepton Mallet,

Somerset; Bowah Man, Leytonstone,
London; Peter Westbury, Cannock,
Staffs; Graham Edwards,
Poulton-Le-Fylde, Lanes; Phil Edge,
Clifton, Bristol; David Astles, Potters

Bar, Herts; Maria Brannen, Stanley, Co
Durham.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF

STING!
STING

plus

STING IN COLOUR
And the Smash Hits Readers' Poll Voting Form (possibly)

WITH LOADS MORE GOODIES (AND STING)

ON SALE FEBRUARY 6th
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THE BACKDROP is a pleasantly

scruffy pub in the badly lit, badly

cobbled backstreets of London's
Camden. Just around the corner

is the tiny studio where The Beat
are recording their new single

but as only Saxa's presence is

required for now, the rest of us
have retired to the warmth and
laughter nearby.
They're a happy crew. The

Beat. Warm, enthusiastic and
down to earth, they have all the
cheerful energy of a successful

young band whose first bad
review is still to come. Open and
obliging, the band are happy to

recount their earlier doings down
to the finest detail without any
signs of wearying, a smile never
far away.

THE BEGINNINGS of The Beat

belong to the year that
Birmingham guitarists Dave
Wakeling and Andy Cox spent in

The Isle Of Wight, writing songs
in their plentiful spare time. An
advert in the local paper brought
them into contact with bassist

David Steele, but when the pair

decided to return to Birmingham,
the career minded David opted
instead for mental health

nursing.

As luck would have it,

however, David got to choose
between Southampton and
Birmingham and eventually

ended up working only a few
yards from Andy's flat!

While working at the hospital,

David asked a Jamaican nurse if

she knew of any reggae
drummers. Her cousin Everett

Martin showed up to rehearse

and was promptly enlisted. The
band's first gig came at the end
of March 1979 with the support
band a young punk outfit called

The Dum Dum Boys. Their

drummer? A certain teenage
toaster called Ranking Roger.

After playing around with The
Beat's equipment earlier on.

Ranking Roger was invited up
onstage by David Steele to toast
during The Beat's set. After that,

he started going to The Beat's

gigs every week until at one
band meeting it was decided that

as Ranking Roger sang at every
gig, he ought to be in the band!
What sort of music were The

Beat playing then?
"Very similar to what we're

playing now," answers blond
guitarist Dave Wakeling, settling

into our corner booth with his

drink and his girlfriend. "The
songs was the same, they've just

come more together. They're
more the way we wanted,
because basically our ideas were
punk songs but we really like

reggae and wanted something
with a beat, y'know? That's why
we're called The Beat."

This ska revival— was K
happening in Birmingham as
well as in Coventry?
"Yeah," Dave nods. "I don't

know why it happened there— it

RANKING
FULL
AHEAD

Ian Cranna meets The Beat
and predicts a healthy

future.

The Beat {left to right): David
Steele, Saxa, Dave Wakeling,

Ranking Roger, Andy Cox and
Everett Martin.

was all real spontaneous. It was
just about Christmas of '78—
there's not much in the way of

clubs in Birmingham; there was
Barbarellas and that shut down,

.

that was where you saw the
decent bands— so last year

there was lots of private parties.

And people kept playing 'Tighten

Up Vol. 2' (an old reggae
sampler) and everybody seemed
to be getting off on K.

"So people got to looking in

second hand shops. K was great
— there was tons and tons of

thesA records at five pence each!
Beautifull And so we started

playing them. K was fast,

y'know, and like a rhythmical
alternative to all the punk songs
that people was getting a bit

bored with.

"I suppose because it was so
extreme," he adds, anticipating

the next question. "You can't

keep all extreme because it

doesn't mean anything after a
while."

THE NEXT step for the young
Beat was being asked to do a
couple of support gigs for The
Selecter, quickly followed by the
offer of a Two Tone single. The
band, having recovered from
their surprise, grabbed the
opportunity.
K was shortly— and we do

mean shortly: like two days! —
before the recording of the single

that The Beat acquired their sixth

member, the legendary figure of
Saxa. To get to know each other
better socially, the band were
taking Everett to punk gigs and
Everett was taking them round

•I'M I'll i-miirnT-n'.'j'iiiiP

They used to have real loose
bands there," Dave recalls,

"People who used to walk on
t-n-L»i:g-iiiii»irk j«r->->'aiijM«iii-Mitlil

of the number and trumpet for

the second half.

"But every other week you
used to see Saxa and he used to
play such amazing saxophone.

a band that's rea//K good, we d
like to offer him a job."

Having decided sax would
sound good on 'Tears Of A
Clown", the band approached
Saxa and asked him to sit in for a

couple of gigs. Dave again:
"I was shouting across the

stage This one starts in A' and
Saxa goes 'Don't worry— I

know.' And he didi

"He just feels rt perfectly,"

Dave offers of the colourful

character who stretches the age
difference in the band to 33
years. "So we did it again
Sunday night just to make sure
and went and made the single on
Monday."

THE THREAT of the all-swamping
Christmas rush looming up
meant that The Beat had to move
smartly. 'Tears Of A Clown" was
one of the songs the band had
learnt to find a common ground
among their musical styles, and
also one that always went down
very well at gigs.

"It was just a nice crossover
that seemed to appeal to

people," Dave says modestly of

the hard-to-tackle Smokey

Robinson classic. Eventually of

course the single was put out as
a double 'A' side with "Ranking
Full Stop"; an equally strong
song of their own which some
radio stations are beginning to
prefer. Most of The Beat's

material, in fact, is their own.
"Basically the cover versions

was only to try and find the
middle ground between
Everett's rhythm section and our
rhythm section. So," David
concludes, toying with his glass,

"Both types of music that you
like, but I had never played
reggae before."

Previously Dave had been
playing punk, but he has some
harsh things to say about it.

"It was just getting a bit

boring," he shrugs. "It was
getting a bit self indulgent. And
the reggae was getting really

soft— K was all like lovers rock.

It's got much more commercial
and not really much to say. So
we wanted a cross between the
two— the excitement plus a bit

of rhythm, y'know?"

THAT'S QUITE important,

because The Beat want to point

out that they're not a ska revival

band. They only play two
bluebeat numbers— it's that

cross between punk and reggae

once more:
"It's good because we've all

got such different ideas. There's
Iil'Hlli>«li» U'liltTFI

could argue and argue and argue
— there's enough to argue on for

the rest of my life! So we all just

decided we won't bother

•nnnnMiLl^
of see what happens. We don t

way the band's going to go. We
just go and play it!"

This adventurous approach
makes The Beat the most
musically interesting of the Two
Tone bands. Take, for instance,

Everett's drumming.
"I think Everett's the star of the

show, actually," Dave confides

out of Everett's earshot, 'The
things he does. I think most of

the Two Tone bands do as well I

You see a lot of drummers
standing at the side of the stage
when we play, watching.

"Everett had been playing

straight reggae for quite a long
while so I think he had to travel

to us. But it's important really—
it would be much easier for the
rest of the band to travel to him.

But we'd end up doing like 1980
versions of 1960 songs all the
way through, which is very

pleasant but a bit redundant.
'The Two Tone thing and the

ska revival has got to be a

springboard," Dave affirms. "It's

got to lead to something else."

Judging by our sneak preview
of "Hands Off, She's Mine " it

already has. You haven't heard
the last of The Beat, not by a long

chalk.
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Bars for thraa and only room for tw|
Box and Box A lift for laglass hope '

[iburbia

the paper pariaeopa
life cold for the antalopea
days and whita alectrk: nig

St^tsTand steel life on the open plan^

Sw«M Suburbia, Sweet Suburbia

Excavate a land for raatlesa days
Conurbate a choice of sitting ways
Clip and hate to centralise the world
Food and food and cardboard expatr||

I Sweet Suburbia, Sweet Suburbia

Birth and birth and birth and birth aiV

Live and live and live and live and live

liMate and mate and mate and mate i

lOie and die and die and die and die|

Sweat
j

Repeat\
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I WOULD like to comment on the

recent interview with the Clash's

Joe Strummer. Joe Strummer
may be fond of putting down Bob
Geldof and Sting but he doesn't
know what he's on about. At one
time the Clash were really good.
They were just a garage band (a

record they made about
themselves) but as for their new
image, they're rock 'n' roll now.
They meant something to us
punks at one time but now it's

bands like Crass that know what
they're doing, so Joe Strummer
better get his facts right next
time.

A Punkette.

SEEING AS Joe Strummer of the
Clash finds such great joy in

criticising two of the most well

known voices in the pop world,

maybe he'd like to answer these
two questions.

1. Why have the Boomtown Rats

and the Police had several No. 1

hits and the Clash not one?
2. Where did my medal and
telegram from the Queen get to?

Claire Hayter, Southall,

Middlesex.

EXCUSE ME, Joe Strummer. I

suppose you wouldn't like to

rephrase what you said about
Sting in Smash Hits No. 27,

would you? No? Well then, you
can send me and about half the

population of our school a few
medals. I suppose your voice is

better than anyone else's! At
least you can understand what
Sting sings. (You ought to try it

some time!). Your voice sounds

like a junior Arthur Mullard— but

we mustn't insult him, must we?

An angered Police fan, and others

from Bewdley High School.

O.K., OWN UP. Who did the articl-

e on The Sex Pistols in the last

issue? Reading that was bliss!

You really slashed straight

through the bullshit talked about
them by people like McLaren and
gave us the truth. Behind that

print was someone who knew
just what they were saying.

The Kid With The Boring Name or
A. Middleton, Bradford, West
Yorks.

The person behind that print was
Tony Parsons who isn't going to
say anything to us again ifwe
ever leave his name off his

features!

US TWO 'ere would like to

congratulate whoever wrote that

article on The Sex Pistols. At last

someone has spoken the truth

about "Saint" Sid though I doubt
it'll make any difference to the
morons who worship him.
(They're just the sort of "Closet
Cases" he said he hated.) And at

last someone has actually said, in

print, what we realised about J.R.

long ago.

Us Two Ere, Wormwood Scrubs.

I WAS mad when I read your Dec
27th issue feature on The Sex
Pistols. Who does that wanker
think he is, whoever did that

feature? Saying Sid was a heroin
addict, a coward, a bully and a
cretin. If I could get hold of him

I'd murder him. I am a great fan
of Sid and The Pistols and if I read
anything like that again in your
mag I will never read it again. Sid
had more guts than anyone. So
did Johnny Rotten at one time.

Sid fan, Bywater, Somerset.

JE AM Cow you say) tres

disturb^, parce que vous says
que Debbie Harry ne sing pas
true Francais on "Denis" mais
elle made it up. Zees is un load de
bull, as je am francais et je

understood all qu'elle sang. You
should buck vos ideas up
beaucoup because if you tell les

fibs vos readers will stop
ordeuring le "Smash Eeets"et je

will stop manging vos lamb
chops pour le din-dins (le

titter-titter).

Votres Truly, Giscard D'Estaing
(on holeeday), Halesowen.

OK, SMASH HITS, you've got it

wrong again. You said that in

'Denis' by Blondie, the part in

French is complete gibberish.

Well, it isn't.

I have the sheet music for

'Denis' and in it the words are:

Denis, Denis, avec tes yeux si

bleus
Denis, Denis, quand j'ai pech6
pour deux

Denis, Denis, pour un baiser
d'6ternit6.

Denis, Denis, je suis folle de toi

Denis, Denis, embrasse moi ce
soir

Denis, Denis, pour un baiser
d'6ternit6.

So award yourselves a slap on

the wrist. This actually does make
sense— and I do know, 'cos I've

got my 'O' level French.

A Brainy Blondie Fan, Midlothian.

I'M WRITING to argue with
Richard Girling from Harwich
who wrote "as far as I see these
Mods don't care a toss about the
music".
Well, all I can say is that he

must be pretty short sighted! I

became a mod because I liked the
music. It was only later I dis-

covered that there was a style of
dress to go with it as well and
that pleased me even more.
Okay, so I dress mod but only to

let people know I'm a mod.
I think when Punk first came in

people went around with ripped
clothes and multi-coloured hair

because it was a new craze, so
don't say this fashion thing is

only to do with us mods.

A True Mod, Grimsby.

I AM writing to tell Richard
Girling of Harwich that we mods
do follow the mod music as well

as wearing the proper clothes.

But he does have a point, there
are quite a lot of stupid little

sheep around who follow the
thing which is 'in', like punks one
year then skinheads the next and
so on. I think that people should
stay one thing all the time instead
of changing every five minutes.

MarkD. (Secret Affair Fan),

Hertfordshire.

DEAR SMASH HITS,
Thanks very much for printing

our letter in November 15th
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K 64a Netting HillGate
ILondonWll - 229 4919

MODS
UNION JACK TRANSFERS (Irons on to any gaiment) 75p
THE WHO RELT BUCKLES £1 .90. With Isatliet look bslt.£2.90

UNION JACK PRINT FA8RIC BELTS f1.75

TARGET DESIGN ON WHITE FABRIC BELT 11.75

MODS SLOGAN ON WHITE FABRIC BELT J1.75

TWO TONE BELTS .£1.25

STRAIGHT TIES IN BLUE, BROWN OR WHITE FABRIC, WITH
VOUR GROUP OR SLOGAN PRINTED IN BLACK

ONLY £1 00

UNION JACK STRAIGHT TIES ONLY £2,90

MODS SLOGAN STRAIGHT TIES ONLY £2.90

TARGET STRAIGHT TIES 0NLY£2,90

BADGES: "DAYGLO", rides availabls:— MAXIMUM R'n'B,

BRASS STUDDED LEATHER LOOK BELTS £1,90

BUM FLAPS- BUCK OR BROWN £1 ,90

STRAIGHT TIES, SHINY BLUE PVC. BLACK OR BROWN
LEATHER LOOK WHITE FABRIC WITH YOUR GROUP OR
SLOGAN PRINTED IN BLACK £1,00 aach

BONDAGE TIES WITH "0
" KINGS & STRAPS £1,90

WRIST BANDS. 3" mda, LEATHER LOOK
£1,00 S' wida, £2,90 KT «vi<la £3,90

SEX PISTOLS BELT BUCKLES £1,90, WITH LEATHER LOOK
BELT ,£2,90

BADGES: "DAYGLO" TMas available: CLASH, SEX PIS-

TOLS. UNDERTONES. DESTROY. UK SUBS, SHAM 69.

RUTS, 999, SID VICIOUS Up each or Sfor £1,75TEENBEATS, TARGET, JAM. UNION JACK. BACK TO
ZERO, MODS, WHO, LAMBRETTAS, MERTON PARKAS,
SPECIALS, SELECTER, MADNESS, SECRET AFFAIR

40p eech or 5 for £1,75

SEW-ON PATCHES, Titlas as above ...,60p aach or 5 tor £2.75

LARGE UNION JACK OR TARGET- IDEAL FOR PARKAS
£1.75 each

Send money plus S.A.E. with order to:

BENTSLEATHER (SH), 45 CHURCH LANE. VmiTWICK. COALVILLE,
LEICS.

SEW-ON PATCHES. Titlas as above ....60p each or 5 for £2 75

PUNK MINI LAPEL MIRROR TIES 4- long 75p

BONDAGE BIBS WITH STRAPS AND "D" RINGS IN BROWN
OR BLACK LEATHER LOOK. £1.90

issue. We have had a good
response to our suggestion of a

'Rock Against Age Limits' tour
and we are trying to get some
dates fixed for a tour starting next
summer. We could still do with
some more dates though, so if

you know of a hall near you,
please send us details of who to

contact to get permission to do a
gig there. We'll let you know how
we get on. Thanks.

Anarchy, c/o East Vaga,
Tidenham, Chepstow, Gwent
NP6 7JW.

I AM writing on behalf of my
husband (Andy Summers) and
the rest of the band to find out
why they aren't on the New
Year's Honours List. Now as I

know from past letters pages the
Queen reads your brill mag, this

letter is to persuade her to

remember the most successful
and talented of 'Her Majesty's
Forces' when she is doing her
next honours list. Over and out.

Kate Summers, a house
somewhere in South-West
London.

DEAR FRANCES SUMMER,
I apologise for writing to such an
intellectual magazine as Smash
Hits pretending to be someone I

am not. It's a recurring habit I've

got and I can't control it. I am
sorry, please forgive me.

Paula Yates, Newcastle.

LISTEN HERE, you so called
'Sting' (alias Graham Rix) reading
Smash Hits in Baxters Paper
Shop, Dartford, whose letter was
recently printed. I'm sure that the
"real Sting" would be very
flattered even to slightly

resemble me, and I am sure that

he would much rather look like

the Incredible Hulk than to look
like any of that Arsenal rabble
that like to call themselves
footballers. Anyway if Arsenal
are such a good team as you said,

why did we beat you 3-0?

I

PUZZLE
ANSWER

Ray Wilkins, reading Smash Hits
in the dressing room at Old
Trafford.

I WAS horrified at the concert
Blondie gave at the Glasgow
Apollo which was shown on The
Old Grey Whistle Test. At first I

didn't even believe it was Debbie
Harry singing at all, and she
made a right mess of
"Dreaming" and "Heart Of
Glass". I felt really sorry for all

her fans there who paid for what
they thought might be a good
concert. Buck up Deb, you were
hopeless.

Disappointed Blondie Fan,
Belfast.

LISTEN YOU LOT! How dare you
place your calendar offer token
and application form directly

behind the photo of Gary
Numan's torso. Now, as a result

of my sister's enthusiasm to

participate in the offer, both she
and Gary Numan are
de-capitated and chestless. I

hope this short sightedness will

not occur in the future.

A Devoted Gary Numan nose,
mouth, chin and chest fan,

Bristol.

PLEASE COULD you tell me what
Fiona, from the land of the few,
meant by, quote, "Dave
Edmunds' recentish marriage"?
Is he really (sob) already
married? That ain't fair (sniff), I

was going to marry him.

Des, Cardiff, South Wales.

WELL, IF everyone wants Glenn
Tilbrook, I bagsy Stuart
Adamson, Stewart Copeland and
Simon Crowe. I'm not fussy
which one— just put them in an
envelope and send them to me.

A Skids, Police and Rats Maniac,
East Sussex.

MARY MIGHT'VE had a little

lamb, but she didn't have Joe
Strummer's left football sock,
because I've got it. She also
didn't have Andy Summers false
teeth. Sting's tonsils, Stewart
Copeland's glass eye, Charlie
Harper's much sought-after rasta
wig or J.J. Burnel's favourite
swearword. You don't know
what that was? Well, I'll give you
a clue: it certainly wasn't
crumbs!!

The Black Strangler, Hugh
Cornwell's attic, Pluto.

IF THIS letter is printed, then the
bomb didn't go off.

A Belgian Spy, hiding
somewhere in Durham.



-^tl'to,
issue. We have had a good
response to our suggestion of a
'Rocl( Against Age Limits' tour
and we are trying to get some
dates fixed for a tour starting next
summer. We could still do with
some more dates though, so if

you know of a hall near you,
please send us details of who to

contact to get permission to do a

gig there. We'll let you know how
we get on. Thanks.

Anarchy, c/o East Vaga,
Tidenham, Chepstow, Gwent
NP6 7JW.

I AM writing on behalf of my
husband (Andy Summers) and
the rest of the band to find out
why they aren't on the New
Year's Honours List. Now as I

know from past letters pages the
Queen reads your brill mag, this

letter is to persuade her to
remember the most successful
and talented of 'Her Majesty's
Forces' when she is doing her
next honours list. Over and out.

Kate Summers, a house
somewhere in South-West
London.

DEAR FRANCES SUMMER,
I apologise for writing to such an
intellectual magazine as Smash
Hits pretending to be someone I

am not. It's a recurring habit I've

got and I can't control it. I am
sorry, please forgive me.

Paula Yates, Newcastle.

LISTEN HERE, you so called

'Sting' (alias Graham Rix) reading
Smash Hits in Baxters Paper
Shop, Dartford, whose letter was
recently printed. I'm sure that the
"real Sting" would be very
flattered even to slightly

resemble me, and I am sure that

he would much rather look like

the Incredible Hulk than to look
like any of that Arsenal rabble
that like to call themselves
footballers. Anyway if Arsenal
are such a good team as you said,

why did we beat you 3-0?

PUZZLE
ANSWER
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Ray Wilkins, reading Smash Hits
in the dressing room at Old
Trafford.

I WAS horrified at the concert
Blondie gave at the Glasgow
Apollo which was shown on The
Old Grey Whistle Test. At first I

didn't even believe it was Debbie
Harry singing at all, and she
made a right mess of

"Dreaming" and "Heart Of
Glass". I felt really sorry for all

her fans there who paid for what
they thought might be a good
concert. Buck up Deb, you were
hopeless.

Disappointed Blondie Fan,
Belfast.

LISTEN YOU LOTI How dare you
place your calendar offer token
and application form directly

behind the photo of Gary
Numan's torso. Now, as a result

of my sister's enthusiasm to
participate in the offer, both she
and Gary Numan are
de-capitated and chestless. I

hope this short sightedness will

not occur in the future.

A Devoted Gary Numan nose,
mouth, chin and chest fan,

Bristol.

PLEASE COULD you tell me what
Fiona, from the land of the few,
meant by, quote, "Dave
Edmunds' recentish marriage"?
Is he really (sob) already
married? That ain't fair (sniff), I

was going to marry him.

Des, Cardiff, South Wales.

WELL, IF everyone wants Glenn
Tilbrook, I bagsy Stuart

Adamson, Stewart Copeland and
Simon Crowe. I'm not fussy
which one— just put them in an
envelope and send them to me.

A Skids, Police and Rats Maniac,
East Sussex.

MARY MIGHT'VE had a little

lamb, but she didn't have Joe
Strummer's left football sock,

because I've got it. She also
didn't have Andy Summers false

teeth. Sting's tonsils, Stewart
Copeland's glass eye, Charlie
Harper's much sought-after rasta
wig or J.J. Burnel's favourite
swear word. You don't know
what that was? Well, I'll give you
a clue: it certainly wasn't
crumbs!!

The Black Strangler, Hugh
Cornwell's attic, Pluto.

IF THIS letter is printed, then the
bomb didn't go off.

A Belgian Spy, hiding
somewhere in Durham.

Empire Stores.

TheFashiofmble One.

^^^^^ ffashion
lor you

r"""""""

Name
I'd love to shop at

Empire Stores. Address

I

Please send me
your tree

I

catalogue.

I am over 18.

roiov',

'Empire Stores

Town

I SendFreepostto:
! Empire Stores Limited, Freepost, Bradford BD99 4XB.

I Or phone®0924 70144 at any time quoting reference
' Applications welcome from UK (inc. N. Ireland), Channel Islanr'"

I The right to refuse applications is reserved.

Postcode

.imited, Freepost, Bradford BD99 4XB.

24 70144 at any time quoting reference number XXXX.
ome from UK (inc. N. Ireland), Channel Islands and BFPO Europe. '

i applications is reserved. I
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Remember to

check locally

before setting

out in case
of late

cancellations

Compiled by Bev Hitlier

Friday January 25

UFO Birmingham Odeon
Marvin Gaye London Royal Albert Hall (2

shows!
Clash Blackburn King Georges Hall

Rockptle Newcstle Polytechnic

Mekons Manchester Polytechnic

Def Leppard Oldham Tower Club

Saturday January 26

Marvin Gaye London Rainbow* \y^
Clash Deeside Leisure Cenli*-;3Sflf

Revillos Norwich East Anglia UnSSrsity

Ramones Leeds University

UFO Birmingham Odeon
Rockpile Nottingham University

999 Middlesbrough Rock Garden
Def Leppard Newcastle University

Sunday January 27
UFO Coventry Theatre

Clash Sheffield Top Rank
Ramones Edinburgh Odeon
999 Middlesbrough Rock Garden
Def Leppard London Marquee

Monday January 28
UFO Sheffield City Hall

Ramones Glasgow Apollo

Rockpile Exeter University

999 Edinburgh Tiffanys

Mekons Norwich East Anglia University

Phil Daniels & The Cross London Marquee
Def Leppard London Marquee

Tuesday January 29

UFO Manchester Apollo

Ramones Newcastle City Hall

Clash Bradford St George's Hall

Rockpile Reading University

999 Sheffield Top Rank
Pretenders Portsmouth Locarno
Phil Daniels & The Cross London Nashville

Wednesday January 30
Clash Bridlington Spa The Royal Hall

Ramones Liverpool University

UFO Manchester Apollo
Pretenders Stoke-on-Trent Keele University

Def Leppard Bradford University

Thursday January 31

UFO Hanley Victoria Hall

Clash Leeds University

Rockpile Canterbury Kent University

999 Guildford Civic Hall

Pretenders Coventry Tiffanys
:

; ii s

Def Leppard Middlesbrough Rc^laiii^

Friday February 1

UFO Bristol Colston Hall

Clash Hanley Victoria Hall

Revillos London Marquee
Ramones Manchester Apollo

Rockpile Leicester Polytechnic

999 Cambridge Corn Exchange
Pretenders Cromer West Runton Pavilion

Phit Daniels & The Cross London W.
Hempstead Moonlight Club

Saturday February 2
UFO Southampton Gaumont
Revillos London Marquee
Ramones Lancaster University

Marvin Gaye Brighton Centre
Rockpile Cromer West Runton PavilJofl;

999 Leicester University

Pretenders Loughborough University

Sunday February 3

UFO London Hammersmith Odeori
Clash Manchester Apollo
Ramones Sheffield Top Rank
Rockpile Birmingham Top Rank
Pretenders Bristol Locarno
Revillos Leeds F Club

Monday February 4
UFO London Hammei'srrijth Odeon
Clash Manchestef^iBftp
Ramones BlrmingtiffijIiScfeon

Def Leppard StocSllWt RStz

Tuesday February 5
Clash Birmingham Top Rank
Ramones Bristol Colston Hall

UFO London Hammersmith Odeon
Rockpile Keele University

Pretenders Cardiff Top Rank
Def Leppard Leicester University

Wednesday February 6
Clash Birmingham Top Rank
Marvin Gaye Manchester Apollo
Rockpile Liverpool University

Pretenders Bradford University

Charlie Dore Uxbridge Brunei University

Def Leppard Exeter University
Cliff Richard Croydon Fairfield Hall

Thursday February 7

Rockpile Bradford University

Pretenders Hull University

snTV-

^'^>T

BETTER
2 TON!

NUT
NUITY
SPECIALS 'AKA'
'iHE SELECTSR
ON MY RADIO
THE BEAT
SETTING SONS
ETON RIFLES
POLICE 'A&M'
POLICE 'BLANC
20pEACH+10pMAXp&p
Lots more in stock
SAE for free catalogue

286 PORIOBELLO RD LONDON WlO OK

30 SMASH HITS

STRAIGH[J" ONLY

£1
1 SKA. 14 Clash 26 Madness 38 CO'

2 Anarchy IS Ruts 27 Teenbeats 39 Angelics

3 UK Subs 16 Specials

4 Fabs 17 Sham 69

28 Little Roasters 40 Adam Ant

29 Rock n' Roll 41 Squeeze

5 S.L.F. 18 Tubeway Army 30 Joe Jackson 42 Stranglers

6 Mods 19 Newman 31 Quadrophenia 43 Slits

7 Lambrettas 20 Secret Affair 32 Selector 44 Springsteen

45 Cheaptrick8 999 21 Undertones 33 Only Ones
34 Fashion9 Destroy 22 Piranhas 46 P.I.L

10 The Who 23 Chords 35 B52-S 47 Skids

11 The Jam 24 Back To Zero 36 Pretenders 48 Siouxsie

12 Police 2S Morton Parkas 37 N.Y. Dolls 49 Revillos

13 Ramones 50 Piss Off

All ties black or blue print on white fabric tie

You tell it, we print it. Any group or slogan printed on white tie, just £1.

Send money and suitable size s a.e. to BENTSLEATHER (Dept SHT)

45 Church Lane, Whh-wick, Coalville, Leicester
1



Mama's Boy
By Suzi Quatro on Rak Records

By the way he looks across his shoulder

And the way he sees me through his eyes

It's impossible to disguise he's a mama's boy
So confusing to my sense of humour
Is the way he hurts so easily

Oh anyone can see he's a mama's boy

Chorus
First he holds me too softly, then he touches me barely

Mama's boy
Then he loves me too quickly, oh he's everything but

manly
Mama's boy, mama's boy

It's a funny kind of situation

Can't relate to what is happening

I'm tired of makin' time with a mama's boy
It's an insult to my sense of livin'

Well it seems I'm doin' all the giving

I can't waste one more night, he's a mama's boy

Repeat chorus twice

Well, she tied him to her apron strings

Now he needs her advice on everything

Oh anyone can see he's a mama's boy
Don't know why he gets involved with women
He's a closet case with all the trimmings
He's such a pretty thing, he's a mama's boy
Na na na na na na na na na
Na na na na na na na na na Mama's boy

Repeat to fade

Words and music by Suzi Quatro/Len Tuckey.

Reproduced by permission Rak Publishing Ltd.

7teen
BV The Regents on R,„to Records

2rcre"an7K*^« •'«''>•«•"

"11 the girls fall »i._ .

Boys love future girls
8'noration

"-«'ves,he,ovesyou.7t.e„,w.„„,,„^,^^^

/Love to hat. you wan. t« .
*"'"' >"»"' *"•

She's so ni-m-m-m^*„;!'JJ";«/°"- hate you/ ' *"' »'"*' *^»nt to

f^epeat first yerse

And all the girls fall ». -

AH the boysWhi'botfit'"" ''"'• *« hate her)

°"'''-°ot'Mus,c Publishing Ltd.
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